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On Thursday 22 October 1998, Professor Mei Ninghua ~$., head of
the Beijing Municipal Bureau of Cultural Relics ~t*)(!jo/Jncr, announced a
major archaeological find at a press conference jointly held by his bureau
and the Beijing Gardens Bureau. 1
A large tomb complex had been discovered the previous 19 September
two metres underground near the Yihe Yuan ~fDIII or Summer Palace.
The excavations carried out since had unearthed a tomb gate, an aisle
and five burial chambers (Figure 1). Two memorial tablets or stelae (bei
lillf!) found in situ allowed the archaeologists to identify the owner of the

I wish to thank most sincerely Professor Hao
Shiyuan and Dr Borjigijin Ulaan of the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), Beijing,
and Professor Liu TS'un-yan, Dr James
Greenbaum and Mrs May Wang of Canberra

I for providing indispensable source material and many helpful suggestions. For
all errors and shortCOmings in the present
paper I am, however, solely responsible. This
paper is a re-elaboration of my contribution
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Ito the "Seminar in Memory of Professor Weng
Dujian" held at the Institute of Ethnology
and Anthropology of CASS on 28 November
2006. Regrettably, the editors of the Festschrift
for Weng Dujian issued on the occasion of
the "Seminar" (see below, n.37) have unduly
revised the text of my article, thus necessitating the present restoration of the original. I
have availed myself of this opportunity to
improve and enlarge part of the text.
The find received wide publicity in China. See
the China News, 23 October 1998 (p.3); Beijing
ribao :jt.Ji\ B~ , 3 November 1998; Beijing
wenbo :jt*X~ , 1998:4; and Zhongguo
wenwu bao $OOX1o/J~, 31 January 1999
(p.1). The last three contain photographs
of the tomb complex and of some of the
precious objects found in them. See also
below, n.2.

1
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Figure 1
YelU Zhu's tomb complex

2 Rubbings of the inscriptions on the two

stone tablets are reproduced in the splendid
volume edited by Me i Ninghua and Tao
Xincheng JliWffii1X:, Shikejuan 1iM~ [Stone
Inscriptions], :l~~C)tt0frH$** , (Beijing :It
*: Beijing Chubanshe :l~*1:f:j!tliiti , 2004),
pp.l82-3, pI. 244, 246, 247. See also "Tuban
shuo-ming" li'ill!tliiiiltlJJ3 [Illustration captions
and notes], p.27. For a good colour illustration
of the tomb complex, see p.183, p1.245. These
illustrations are reproduced in the present
article. I am indebted to Professor Hao
Shiyuan iil1Il sifiE for kindly supplying a
copy of the volume in question.
3 On Yelii Chucai, see I. de Rachewiltz, H.L. Chan, c.-c. Hsiao, P.W. Geier, eds, with
the assistance of M. Wang, In the Service
of the Khan. Eminent Personalities of the
Early Mongol-Yuan Period (1200-1300)
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz 1993), pp.l 36-74,

tomb CFigures 2 and 3).2 This was the Yuan 7t official YeW Zhu lfIH!il
(1221-85), son of the famous statesman and humanitarian YeH.i Chucai lfI3
1!~tt (1189-43). 3 The other occupant of the tomb complex-as revealed
by the second stone tablet-was Zhu's wife, Lady nee Qiwowen ~ C= ~) 1i:
7.mi C* Kiyan) , whose childhood or pet name Cxiaozi IJ\*) was Suozhen iJt~
C*Socim), a grand-daughter of Cinggis Qan's younger brother Temiige otCigin
C? 1168-after 1236). 4
l and the bibliograp h y on pp .174-5;
Huang Shijian ~Ilif~, Yelu Chucai IIlll$~
tt (Shanghai J:.iifj:: Shanghai Chubanshe
J:.iifj:1:f:j!tliiti, 1986); Liu Xiao r~~, Yelu
Chucai pingzhuan IIlll$~ttilt1$ [A Critical Biography of Yeluchucai] (Na njing
Nanjing Daxue Chubanshe l¥l**~
1:f:jf'&ti, 2001), with a useful bibliography.
See also N. C. Munkuev, Kitafskif istocnik 0
pervykh mongol'skikh khanakh. Nadgrohnaya

*:

l¥l

/ nadpis ' na mogile Elyuf Cu-caya. Perevod i
issledovanie ("NAUKA", Moscow, 1965); I.
de Rachewiltz, "Sino-Mongol Culture Contacts in the XIII Century: A Study of Yeh-lii
Ch'u-ts'ai," (PhD diss., The Australian National
University, 1960); idem, "The Hsi-yu lu lffijh1
~ byYeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai IIlll$~tt , " Monumenta
Serica 21 (1962): 1-128. On Yelii Zhu, see
I. de Rachewiltz, et aI. , In the Service of the
Khan, pp.l72, 175; Yehlu Chucaiping-lovER
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Figure 2
Yelit Zhu '5 m em orial tablet

The tomb complex is situated in the
area immediately behind the present
shrine (ci to]) of YelLi Chucai and at a
short distance from the site of Chucai's
own tomb, which was originally situated on the south side of Weng Shan
~ W, i.e., the modem Wanshou Shan
~a Wor Longevity Hill (see below)5
The death chamber was at the end of an
underground passage, a hundred steps
long, northeast of the shrine which contained the marble statues of the statesman and his (second) wife, Lady nee Su
iii( (d. 1243), a fifth-generation descendant of Su Shih iii(~ 0036-1101).
Chucai was represented sitting gravely,
with his beard and moustache reaching
down to his knees. 6 Chucai's tomb was
plundered some time towards the end
of the Ming fj.FJ dynasty 0368--1644).
In 1627, the statue of Chucai and the
damaged stone tablet still existed, but the shrine itself had fallen into ruin. The I zhuan, p.391b (Index).
ruins of the tomb could still be seen in the second quarter of the eighteenth 4 On Zhu's wife and her names see my
century. In 1750--1, at the time of the construction of the Qingyi Yuan m~ remarks below.
~ (the modern day Yihe Yuan), the Qianlong ¥z~i emperor 0736-95) 5 The information that follows on the history
had the tomb restored and a new shrine built, with a commemoration tablet of Chucai's tomb throughout the centuries is
taken from "Sino-Mongol Culture Contacts,"
and a poem, carved in stone, written by the emperor himself? The new tomb pp.4B7-90, n.33B, of which the present
must have suffered considerably during and after the partial destruction of the account is a summary.
lOVER
Qingyi Yuan by the British and French armies in 1860 since E. Bretschneider,
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Figure 3
Memorial tablet of Yelii Zhu 's wife Lady nee Kiyan

6 Chucai was known for his magnifi-

cent beard which had earned him the Mongol
nickname (given to him by Cinggis Qan himself in 1218) of Urtu Sagal, i.e., Long Beard.
See ibid. , ppJ99-200, n.73. Cf. Munkuev,
Kitaiskil istocnik, p.186.
The inscription on the tablet was composed by Wang Youdun .:EEIl¥Ji: (1692-1758).
It is purely eulogistic.

who has left a shott account of it, was not able to locate it. s When the Yihe
Yuan was reconstructed in 1886-91 from the old Qingyi Yuan, the Empress
Dowager (Cixi ~m , 1835-19(8) had the tomb moved from its fonner position
facing West Lake ()(fuu jffi1/jij, the present Kunming Lake EVJ):J1/jij) to a little
south of the main gate of the new Summer Palace, where it is still found. 9

7

See E. Bretschneider, MediaevalResearches
Jrom Eastern Asiatic Sources (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1888; reprint 1967),
I, ppJO-ll.

8

9 Its exact location is marked (no.23) on

the map facing pJ02 in M. Fabre, Pekin, ses
palais, ses temples et ses environs (Tien-tsin,
Librarie franyaise, 1937). See also the two
maps on p.589 of Nagel's EncyclopediaGuide. China (Geneva: Nagel Publishers,

/ 1968). An excellent photograph ofYelii Chucai's image erected by the Qianlong emperor
is found in C.B. Malone, History oj the Peking
Summer Palaces under the Ch'ing Dynasty
(Urbana: University of Illinois, 1934), p.118.
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In effect, Chucai's tomb (mu~) is now only "represented" by the wellknown shrine (which, as we have noted, does not actually mark the site of
the original grave) and Qianlong's stone inscription. lO The "spirit-way stele"
(shendao bei t$ThHi$) formerly standing at the pathway of the original tomb
has long since disappeared. Fortunately, the text of the inscription on it, by
~ (1187-1267)-...our main source on Chucai's life-has
Song Zizhen
survived by being included in the Yuan literary collection A Classified Literary
Collection o.!the National (= Yuan) Dynasty (Guochao wenlei ~~Jj)z:JJi)]1 We
are also fortunate to possess the text of the funerary inscription in honour of
Chucai's father LU HI (1131-91) by the great scholar Yuan Haowen :51;ffF,,9
(1190-1257).12

*r
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Both the shrine and the stone tablet erected
by the Qianlong emperor were badly damaged by the Red Guards during the "Cultural
Revolution", but were later restored.

10

Su Tianque !i72 If , comp., Guochaowenlei ~ ¥Jtz~ (Sibu congkan ed. first series
[llWi'ifiJtJJ!:i) 57, 9b-24a, translated into
English and annotated by I. de Rachewiltz in
"Sino-Mongol Culture Contacts", pp.94-518;
translated into Russia n and annotated by N.C.
Munkuev in Kitalskil istocnik, pp.68-129.

11

12 See Guochao wenlei 57, 1a-9b; translated

by I. de Rachewiltz, "Sino-Mongol Cu lture
Contacts," pp.152-74.

It has always been a matter of regret that a similar fate was not enjoyed
by the funeralY inscription of YeW Zhu, who attained high office under Qubi- 13 See Tamura Jitsuzo EBt11'fll!i, Genshi
laVShizu 'tltf.§. (1'. 1260-94), although a good deal of infonnation on his life goi shusei 7t3E~IHft*RX: [A concordance to
the Yuanshi ] (Kyoto J?:'IlB: Kyoto Daigaku
and personality can be gained from other sources, such as the Yuanshi:51;;t: Bungaku-bu J?: W* ~)(~{fI~, 1961-3), II ,
and the extant collection of his poems. 13 Therefore, when at the end of 1998 pp.1445a-1446a; Yelli Zhu, Shuangqizuiyin
it became known that not only the stone tablet with Zhu 's tomb inscription or ji1l1ti31,MI'@J:I;t (~ WfRi:!J:, ~/\~fO [Collected
epitaph (muzhiming ~~,t~), but also that of his wife had been retrieved, there works of Shuangqi Zuiyin (= Yelli Zhu)]
(Liaohai congshu ed. , sixth series). See Chen
was considerable expectation on the part of historians of the Yuan period that Yuan [lJIii]i, "Yelli Chucai fuzi xinyang zhi
these inscriptions might contain some new and important data. Regretfully, the yiqu" lfIl1f~tt)(rffifC[JzJl~ [The intrigupublication of the inscriptions in 2004 did not fulfil the scholars' expectations, ing Beliefs of Yeh-Ili-ch'u-ts'ai and his Son],
insofar as c. 170 characters out of a total of 915 of the text of Zhu's epitaph are Yen-ching hsueh-pao ~J?:*¥Iil [Yanjing
Journal] 6 (929): 1007-13.
obliterated or damaged beyond recognition, and no startling historical inform14 They are Shih Douwen :04)( and Liao
ation is revealed in the rest. However, what we learn from it, and from the
Xingzhi W1T Z
epitaph of Zhu's wife, which is in a much better state, are details such as names
and dates of Zhu's immediate family (wives and children), as well as a few facts
about the lives of Zhu and his wife that are not recorded elsewhere.

The author of Zhu's epitaph is not known. The inscription (line 22) states
that when Zhu was about to be buried- the date of the burial being the
fifteenth day yiyou Z @ of the seventh month of the twenty second year of
Zhiyuan :¥:51; (16 August 1285)-his (fourth) son Xiliang and others 1fi1C~
asked Tianmin 7(.§!; to compose the epitaph, a task which the latter accepted.
Unfortunately, this section of the stele is badly damaged and many words have
disappeared. Tianmin is evidently the literary style or sobriquet (hao ~.m) of the
epitaph's author, but none of the scholar-officials with this style that I could
trace (there are two in the Southern Song period) would qualify because they
flourished in the twelth century.14 The text of the inscription ends with the date
when the stele was erected lishi ClLE) which is also 16 August 1285, and this
is likewise the date found at the end of the epitaph of Zhu's wife for the actual
carving (zhi tt;) of the inscription followed by the name of the author, viz. the
jinshi Ma Liyong of Shandong (Ll.H'U!±,~fIjJt.li'$!D. The two epitaphs could
have then been composed by the same person, in which case the Tianmin
mentioned in Zhu's epitaph would be Ma Liyong's sobriquet; however, I think
that this is not the case and that we are dealing with two separate authors.
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Alas, Dr Ma does not seem to have left much of a mark in history either as a
scholar or as an official, and his claim to fame may rest chiefly, if not solely,
on the composition of the epitaph(s) under discussion. However, one cannot
exclude that his name may eventually tum up in some rare gazetteer or other
source of the Yuan period unavailable to me at present.
With regard to Zhu's epitaph, Professor Hao Shiyuan of CASS has kindly
supplied a transcription of the text. After a close analysis of the inscription I
have been able to fill a few more gaps and revise some readings. The outcome
of our combined efforts is the (still tentative) reconstruction, line by line, as
presented below. Please note that the characters in italics are still doubtful.

1.

*~~*~ **~~~~$ .~~m~~0.tt~

2.

0 • • *~#~ ~~~ • • ~ I fttt ~I.B~~~~*m~~.~.~.~~~.~.~.

3.

~*gifi'@t~'@t~ ~*gifiMJ[!;M J[!;~JEw*H~.P'J*IjP'J*Ij~iN~~t~**fJlP¥.f!iP~{Jg1~~1~~

4.

~$~~tt~**OOOOOOOD~~0~~T~~~~~BXm0Xm0~$.~~~*

5.

ffg~n$ .~ &i*7km~~0

6.

..~~~~~~DDDDDD8~E~W=8£~a~.~~~ftW*~~~.~~DDX

7.

.~~ T~~ODDDDDDD~ttDD~~R.~mM.~~

8.

~~~~~$.~.0~~= + =$~~~0~A.W • • ~~~~~~~~~0.~.T~

9.

:!it~&w

10. ~*.~B.~mD~~DDD~*.D~~~.~~.~~a®~~mS~*OO~D~~
11. 1ID(ifiIE;g~~*~PJ~t*tpWE7](m~~~~/\~1JD*t~**$.~~f§~D~JZ]~/\~?)l:~t~
12. **~.~.E~ft~~ff*~**$ .~~ m0.~~~~.~~.m~~~~~aff+~

13. +-~~*t~**~ • • ~m:.+-='~/\~~0.~{~~~~~D~
14. ~~~~*.~~~~DDDDD~~ff*~**~~~~$.~~m=+=~JZ]~+ = 8~
15. .~~ • • ~A+~EDDODOO~*~~Mm.BM.O.~~T~.~~~~{Jg~$D

16.

PJ~W:1~ttO~ApJTDDODOOTDN~~OTlli: ~at1~ ~--t~

+E 8 Z@.~~W~~$

17 . • ~~~IS*tli:l1*AOOOO O$ .0~:9: i:l1£PJr1ll\. J{~ ~~~~J{~~Ft:,J{~~~r1ll\. J{ ~ = A
18. ~~*Ij J{ ~T+=A*OOOOtl**~1+liA~~p*;ffi':I9J-='+-~®Z'i"*ti~H~!f!.Z'i"*;ffi';t~

19. ~**5f:g5[;!ij.*;ffi'Ji OOOO ODOO*;ffi'~~5t~®Z'i"*;ffi'Jj!.J~~ ** ~{~{~*tfl1Jo.{~£e
20.

Ji5ff*;ffi'*~WI I**OOOD$*;ffi'~ ~~** W • • ~lli~ 7fIj:gc~{Je*;ffi'jJ*;ffi' *,*;ffi'Rj;IjJJ

21. '@t~~llilli~ ~~ J{~~;ffi'~OD;ffi'*;ffi'~~~~J{~~;ffi'jJ;ffi'*,;ffi'Rj;:9:AA~.fi$.~~
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22.

~ffmK*RD%DDDDDDDADm~+~Am~+~A~.~.0W~Dm~~~~~

23.

£DDDDDDDDDDDDt~;lt16JIi~~FDD0zJj]D~DYiH1U;fp-=f~JIA'~flUlf-=f5t:m~n:/f

u.

DDDDDDDDDDDDD;It~*~z~0~B

25.

DDDD

DD~F~

1'fW1'f~

26.

DDDD

D D~~

~f~~

J;)& ~0

tft-=f3ti5l

tfEtJlM

¥ 7t = + = if -l::; J=I + li B :lz:E

27.

I am convinced that a more thorough examination of the monument
carried out by using the new technique of X-ray fluorescence (XRF) imaging 15 would yield a complete or near complete text.
As for the epitaph of Lady nee Kiyan, with the exception of two characters the text is quite clear and reads as follows:
(Front)

t&~±xA :m~~~iHt~
1.

t&*~*x~ .~~ ffim~~~~0~±xA .~

2.

~±xA~i:m~rg~/J\*~~

3.

~~*x:~mt§'!*)1!,Iii*X:79J~

4.

m.)1!,*X:~~~~~ZW1'f.~.~mm~~±

5.
6.

~ .0~ :t~~~TtK!~r*&jf\

±LJ;)0

7.

*~x:m.)1!,*

8.

~~~±T.~0.~~~~±m&~if;ltffl* • •

9.

zm-m.Az$*.~ • • • A~~~m~m ¥~

,~,~ X:*ii:=~i!!J!1*~

10. !IJJ*~z~flU- ~;It~~x*zmntf~;lt 1~~?!'\1'fJfJ
11. 1~z**ffij1!!t!!E,~Z1Tt&~5'}~~A~rs' § .M5t:F!T~
12. JfJ~!fff}m~ifJ\16JJ;)1JD~~B~K1iLfpg~K1iLf5'} J1.

13. ~F~Kpgz~fq!1§DSJ~/f&if~if~+1'f~J;)~~-=f

14. *~~~~J=I Z/\ B~1'fT~A~B~:tI~l~ta*lj~
(Back)

1.

*B~~~~~*B~~~mB~~~~~¥7t=+

2.

=iff;k-l::;J=I+liBW

3.

~ . ~~0~.~*~~~~~W~ ~Z*m ~~.

4.

.T~H~Ba~~~/fM~A~m79J~~~~ • •

15 On this technology as applied to the

recovering of faded texts on ancient stone,
see F. Crawford's article "Scientists and
humanists join forces to use X-ray technology to shed new light on ancient stone
inscription," in Cornell University News
Service of 2 August 200S (http://www.
news.comell.edli/storiesl AligOS/XRF. imaging.stones.fac.html). To retrieve the
text of the damaged portions of Zhu's
inscripti o n would be an interesting
test of this technology.
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5.

#.cJifEiffl1~PF f7jM;T~)(,I:) ~cZT~~~TZJc.\::f1'iJ

6.

~ tilt'iiI:

7.

#.lE*Az ~~.~

8.

I ~z.~&.~0~X~~. TA ~ • • D~.z

9.

J 0 ~ g ~ . ~Az ~ • •• *.~~.~::f&~.D

10.

rm£\&~T:m tQ,

11.

12.
16 The Ye!ii family home in Chucai's time
was situated between Yuquan shan x,* UJ
or Jade Fountain Hill and Xia ng shan WUJ or
Fragrant Hill in the Western Hills northwest
ofYanjingiDadu , the modern Beijing. It must
have been quite close to the fo rmer, since
Chucai adopted its name as one of his styles
or hao (Yuquan). See Chen Yuan, "Yelii
Chucai ... ," p.1007; and I. de Rachewiltz,
"SinO-Mongol Culture Contacts," pp.487-8,
n.338.

17 Samarqa nd had been seized by the
Mongols in 1220, in the course of Cinggis
Qan's Western Campaign (iffitiE) aga inst
Mul)ammad, the shah of Khorezm (121924).As shown by his poems and other sources,
Chucai spent a good deal of time in that city
in 1221 and 1222. See Wang Guowei .:EI
#J£, "Yelii Wenzheng gong nianpu" If)l1$)(
lE01f.~ ['A chronological biography of
His Excellency Yelii Wenzheng'J in Haining Wang j ing'an xiansheng yishu t/ij$.:E
lW~7tJ:jfH!!f [Collected works of the late
Mr Wang Jing'an of HainingJ (Shanghai: 1.0
Zhenyii, ed., 1940), ce fffi 32, 4b-5b. See I.
de Rachewiltz, "The HSi-yu lu," p.68, n.l61,
p.69, n.l66.

18 See

I. de Rachewiltz, "Was Toregene
Qatun Ogodei's 'Sixth Empress'?," East
Asian History 17/ 18 (1999): 73-6.

19 Yelikewen ililI!. nrm. is th e standard
Chinese transcription of mmo. erke'un
(pmo. 'erkegun, pI. erkegud< mtu. arkagun
< syr. < gr.) "Nestorian Christian". See
Ch'en Yiian, Western and Central Asians in
China Under the Mongols, trans. and ann.
by Ch'ien Hsing-hai and L.c. Goodrich,
Monumenta Serica Monograph 15 (Los
Angeles, 1966), pp.41-4; J. Hamilton, "Le
texte turk en caracteres syriaqu es dU/ OVEH

f* z,l:) lWf B

~7G = + = 1ft)=J+tiB ~
I..LL~IU!t

± ,li!WlfU ffl m

On the basis of the information contained in the above two epitaphs
we can establish (or confirm) certain facts of historical relevance about
Zhu and his family , as follo ws:
1.
Y eW Zhu was born on the third day of the fifth month (see line 6
of his epitaph) of a year w hich is partly obliterated in the text but which
we know was 1221, since he died on the twelfth day of the fo urth month
of the twe nty-second year of Zhiyuan (1 285) at the age of 65 (64, see
lines 14-15). Therefo re , he was born on 25 May 1221 and died o n 17 May
1285, only e ight days befo re his 64th birthday. He died from illness, almost
certainly in Dadu *~ whe re we know the Ye!ii family home was. 16 His
place of birth is not known with certainty but it was, in all likelihood,
Samarqand;17 however, he spent most of his youth in Mongolia, since
his father was in the qan 's suite as biaci, i. e. , secretary-scribe, as well as
astrologer-astronomer and administrator of Chinese affairs. This explains
why Zhu , as stated in his e pitaph (line 7), was conversant with many languages. He would have been flu ent in Chinese and Mongolian , and w ould
probably have also been acq uainted with Turkic and Persian .

2.
Zhu was buried in the "burial place" (zhaoci ~~ 10, i.e., in the
burial area or ground, of his fathe r Chucai in the south side of We ng shan,
i.e., Longevity Hill , o n 16 August 1285 (lines 16-17, see above), Le., exactly
three months after his death . He was buried w ith his wife Lady nee Kiyan
who had died five years befo re (see below, no .5).
3.
Unlike his father, Zhu had several wives who are designated,
as w as often the case in the Mongol period , by their ethnic origin 18 and
religious affiliations. In the e pitaph (lines 17-18) they are listed as follows:
1) Yelikewenzhen tQ,Ji!.1'iJ
« *Erke'iinJin), i.e., "The Christian", 2) Chitiejizhe n ~ ~i!i'E . *CitegiJin, i.e., "The Citegi" (?), 3) Xue nizhe n ~ m.
*SoniJin, i.e. , "The Soni[t] ", 4) and 5) Qiwowenzhe n ~ VjI~ . *Ki'o 'unJin
= *KiyanJin, Le ., "The Kiyan", 6) Wengjilazhe n ~ E*IJ . *OnggiraJin, i.e. ,
"The Onggira[t]". *Erke 'iinJin , the Nestorian Christian , given he r namedesignation,19 was p robably an Onggiit Turk, but no doubt thoroughly
sinicized by then. 2o The name of 2) is problematic, the first character of the
name being doubtful (yi 3J; o r chi ~). If we adopt the Yuansh i reading 21
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we obtain an original 'CitegiJin which, without the female ethnic suffix
-jin,22 yields *Citegi or ·CHr]tegi. The nearest name I could find is that of
Cirtaqu, a high official under Qubilai,23 but it does not help. As for 3),
she clearly came from the S6nit clan,24 while 4) and 5) came both from
the imperial Kiyan/Kiyat clan,25 and 6) from the Onggirat/Qonggirat tribe
which had close ties with the imperial clan .26 In lines 20-21 a Lady nee
Tehe (or Tege) ~~il *Te[rlge (?) is also mentioned, but the first character
is not clear. I do not think that her name was mentioned earlier on in line
17, where five characters are obliterated. She must have been a secondary
wife: her son Tao-tao
who died early (line 18), is the only son of
Zhu whose name does not begin with Xi 1fi. Furthermore, in the Yuanshi
146: 3465, and in Chucai's spirit-way stele (22a), the number of Zhu 's sons
and Chucai's grandsons is eleven, not twelve, meaning that Tao-tao was
not included among them.27

/p.42, §125. See P. Pelliot et L. Hambis, trans.
and ann. , Histoire des campagnes de Gengis
Khan. Cheng-wou tS'in-tcheng lou, I (Leiden:
EJ Brill, 1951), pp.151, 253; Secencoytu,
ed., Mongyol uges-un iJayurcun toli, Zhangjiakou, Obor Mongyol-un Arad-un keblel-iin
qoriya, 1988, pp.2837-8, no.487.

mm,

4.
From his various wives Zhu had many progeny. According to the
epitaph (lines 18-22), he had twelve sons, six daughters, thirteen grandsons and fourteen grand-daughters. With regard to the sons, the epitaph
gives us the names of all of them , whereas before the discovery of the
tomb inscription we only knew the names of nine. 28 In the order of age
as listed in it (lines 18-20), they were: 1) [Xizheng 1fin&1, whose name is
obliterated in the inscription, but known from other sources;29 2) Xibo 1fi
:191, who died at the age of 31 (30); 3) Tao-tao
(see above); 4) Xiliang
1fi1'G, the son of *CitegiJin (see above) and the most famous of Zhu 's sons,
also the one who commissioned the tomb inscription;30 5) Xikuan 1fi1t; 6)
Xisu 1fi*, who died soon after his marriage; 7) Xizhou 1fi f,!U; 8) Xiguang 1fi
]It, whose mother was also *Citegijin; 9) Xiyi 1fi~, also born from *CitegiJin;
10) Xiyuan 1fitl; 11) Xichong 1fi*; 12) Xisheng 1fi~-these last three
the sons Zhu had from *KiyanJin, the Kiyat wife buried with him. The
names of Zhu's six daughters are not given-only the name of the eldest
daughter's husband Wang Weizheng Y.I,ItIE is preserved (line 22); that of
the second daughter is unfortunately obliterated. However, from another
source we know that Zhu's eldest daughter's name was Zhoujin
(Zi:
Zhenqing ~PJlll, 1242-1304).31

mm

11m

/grand sceau cnlciforme de Mar Yahballaha
III," Journal Asiatique 260 (1972): 163-4;
N. Poppe, The Mongolian Monuments in
~P'ags-pa SCript, 2nd ed., trans. and ed. JR.
Krueger, G6ttinger Asiatische Forschungen
8 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1957), pp.82-3,
n.9. As demonstrated by Hamilton, "Le texte
turk ... ," mtu. arkagun ultimately derives from
gr. apxl1Yov, acc. of apXlly6~, "chief, commandant", used as a designation and title of
lay or religious notables among Nestorian
Christians and, in the thirteenth century,

/ applied by the Mongols to all Christians, but
particularly to the Nestorian clergy.

20 See P. Pelliot, Recherches sur les chretiens
d'Asie Centrale et d'Extreme-Orient (Paris:
Imprimerie nationale, 1973), pp.239-88.

21 See Yuanshi 51;5/:, (Beijing itJl1: :
Zhonghua Shuju cp~ "I'ii, 1976) 180: 4159
(Biography of Yeli.i Xiliang).

22 For the suffix -jin - -Cin, see N. Poppe,
Grammar of Written Mongolian (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1954; reprint 1974),

23 See Ra sid aI-Din, The Successors of
Genghis Khan, trans. J.A. Boyle (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1971), pp.297,
324,327. See Rashiduddin Fazlullah,jami 'u'tTawarikh. Compendium of Chronicles,
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998),
II, pp.453, 465, 467. For a further reference to
'Citegijin, see I. de Rachewiltz and M. Wang,
Repertory of Proper Names in Yuan Literary
Sources (Taipei: Southern Materials Center,
Inc., 1988), I, p.471 , line 19.

24 For this clan, see I. de Rachewiltz, trans.
and ann., The Secret History of the Mongols.
A Mongolian EpiC Chronicle ofthe Thirteenth
Century (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2004 and
2006), I. pp.286-7, n.47, II, p.955, n.260. See
also Histoire des campagnes, pp.74, 86,
344, 348

25 On the transcription Qiwowen 'ij-~l1i\\.~
of Kiyan, and on this clan, see ibid. , pp.80,
117-23 (on p.122 for "K'i-yo-wen" read "K'iwo-wen"), pp.201 , 405; The Secret History, I,
pp.290-91 , n.50. Nothing is known about the
other lady from the same clan that Zhu also
had as wife.

26 For the OnggiratlQonggirat, see ibid., II,
p.1224b (Index); for their marriage relationship with the Mongol tribe, see ibid. ,
I, pp.326-7, n.61. See also Histoire des
campagnes, pp.403-6.

27 See Wang Guowei, "Yelii Wenzheng gong
nianbu ," 25a.

28 See ibid.
29 See also ibid.
30 On Xiliang 0247-1327) , see

I. de
Rachewiltz, et aI , In the Service of the Khan,
pp.173-4, 175; YelU Chuzai pingzhuan,
p.391a (Index). His nickname was Tu)'Us
("Peacock").

31 See Liu Xiao, "WuJingshan 'Yuandai Wang
Shixian jiazu beizhi ziliao jilu'," ~~LlJ '51;
f~Ylt!t!lli~~lil\!;G;ln4i1!I1~' Xibei minzu
yanjiu j!§ i tB;~litfjE 24.1 [Northwest Minorities Research] (1999), pp.238, 244.
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32 For mo. soCim, eoCim = soCimay, eocimay,
"fearful, timorous", see F.D. Lessing, gen. ed.,
Mongolian-English Dictionary, corrected
reprint (Bloomington: The Mongolia Society,
1982), p.l94a. Formmo. soCi- "to be frightened",
see E. Haenisch, W6rterbuch zu Mang~ol un
Niuca Tobca'an (Yiian-ch'ao pi-shD. Geheime
GeschichtederMongo!en (Leipzig: Harrassowitz,
1939; reprint Wiesbaden, 1%2),p.l35. SoCim was
no doubt the name by which Zhu called her.

33 For the descendants of Temtige OtCigin,
see L. Hambis, Le Chapitre CVII du Yuan Che.
Les genealogies imperiales mongoles dans
I'histoire chinoise officielle de la dynastie
mongole, avec des notes supplementaries
par P.Pelliot, T'oung Pao, Supplement au Vol.
XXXVIII (Leiden: EJ Brill, 1945), pp.34-48.
On Temtige OtCigin and the transcriptions of
his name in the Chinese sources, see Histoire
des campagnes, pp.l75-9.
34

See Le Chapitre CVIl, pp.34-6.

35 See P.Pelliot, Notes on Marco Polo (Paris:
Imprimerie nationale, 1959-73), II, p.714.
36 The well-known episode concerns the

flight ofYelLi Zhu from Kansu in 1260 to escape from the Mongol general Qunduqai, who
had sided with Qubilai's brother Ariq B6k6
(d. 1266), to join Qubilai and his followers.
Zhu left Xiliang and his mother behind, and
they were thus taken prisoners by Qunduqai.
Xiliang's subsequent vicissitudes took him
to Central Asia, whence he was not able to
return to China before 1263. His peregrinations are related in his biography in Yuanshi
180: 4159-63. See Mediaeval Researches, J,
pp.157-63.
Weng Tu-chien, "Ai-hsieh: A Study of
His Life," (PhD diss., Harvard University,
1938), 141 pages. In it Weng gave an annotated translation of all the major Chinese
sources on Aixie. On Weng Dujian, see
Hao Shiyuan W1l1flf~ and Luo Xianyu

5.
From the epitaph of Lady nee Kiyan (*KiyanJin) we learn that her
childhood or pet name (lJ\*) was Suozhen ~. 'Socim, i.e., "Shy" or
"Timorous".32 She was the daughter of Prince Niemuertu tM.*~1II
*Nemurtti and grand-daughter of Prince Wozhen fiI:. *OFn (= O[t]cln <
OtCigin), i.e., Temuge OtCigin, Cinggis Qan's younger brother; she was also a
younger cousin of Tachar ~~~, i.e., ncar (lines 2-4). nCar was the son of
jibugen, the second son of Temt.ige Otcigin,33 hence *KiyanJin and ncar
were first cousins. *Nemt.irtti (a contracted form of Nemuretu "Protected")
is not known to history, and he is not even included among the eight
princes of the blood (dawang *.:E), sons of Temuge OtCigin, listed in
the Yuanshi.34 She bore Zhu three sons (see above) and had only one
grand-daughter called Jiu'an :1..'!i: . Of her three sons, the eldest, Xiyuan,
married an Onggirat; the middle one, Xichong, a Lady nee An '!i:~, i.e.,
sensu stricto, a native of Bukhara, or, sensu lato, of Turkestan.35 *KiyanJin
died at only 33 (32) years of age on 6 May 1280; therefore, she was born
in 1248. She was buried on the same day as Zhu , 16 August 1285.
The two epitaphs also supply the offices and titles of many members
of Zhu 's family, and contain references to important events, such as
Qunduqai's "rebellion" in which Zhu and his family were unwittingly
caught. 36 The sifting of these data will form the subject of a forthcoming
paper.
The present contribution is a small token of esteem for the late Weng
Dujian ~~~ 0906-86), a fine historian and man of learning . In a letter
to me dated 21 September 1956, Achilles Fang 0910-95) of Harvard University, who knew Weng well, wrote that Dujian once told him that he
was so named by his father because he was born lame. Judging by his
works, beginning with his magisterial and, regrettably, still unpublished
dissertation on Aixie ~EW 0227-1308),37 a contemporary of our YelLi
Zhu, there was nothing "one-standing" about Weng's scholarship--it was
outstanding.

37
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IJHt5, eds, Meng Yuan shi ji minzu shi lun ji.
jinian Weng Dujianxiansheng danchen yibai
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